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A Sections 1 - 3

1

STATUTORY ROLE OF THE IMB

The Prison Act 1952 requires every prison to be monitored by an independent Board
appointed by the Secretary of State from members of the community in which the prison or
centre is situated.
The Board is specifically charged to:
(1) satisfy itself as to the humane and just treatment of those held in custody within its prison
and the range and adequacy of the programmes preparing them for release.
(2) inform promptly the Secretary of State, or any official to whom he has delegated authority
as it judges appropriate, any concern it has.
(3) report annually to the Secretary of State on how well the prison has met the
standards and requirements placed on it and what impact these have on those in its
custody.
To enable the Board to carry out these duties effectively, its members have right of access to
every prisoner and every part of the prison and also to the prison’s records.
In addition, IMB Boards are one of the 21 statutory bodies that make up the UK National
Preventive Mechanism that independently monitor places of detention to prevent torture and other
ill-treatment, as required by OPCAT (Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture).
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Main judgements
Are prisoners treated fairly?
•

In a busy prison which is under pressure, we have sometimes felt that the lived
experience of the individual prisoner is not prioritised and unfairness results; we
welcome the recent changes which are helping to overcome this tendency.

Are prisoners treated humanely?
•
•

A busy local prison is not a humane location for those with severe mental health issues.
Shortages of various commodities, especially clean clothing, cannot be said to be
decent.

Are prisoners prepared well for their release?
•

In spite of the efforts of the CRC, prisoners continue to be released into the community
without a place to live secured in advance.

Main Areas for Development
TO THE MINISTER
•

Will the minister consider whether the Transgender Unit recently opened at HMP
Downview is adequate to provide for the transgender population across the whole
prison estate?

•

We remain concerned about the difficulties which are encountered in transferring
prisoners with severe mental health issues to an environment where they can be
effectively treated. The Board would like to see greater availability of more suitable
locations for these prisoners.

TO THE PRISON SERVICE
•

Will the Prison Service ensure that, when the present reduced roll is lifted, additional
resources are allocated to facilitate the ongoing regime and services?

TO THE GOVERNOR
•

Will the Governor work to ensure that routine procedures and meetings, such as drug
testing and Strategic Safer Custody meetings are prioritised in the allocation of
resources?

•

Will the Governor consider the staffing of areas which rely on very small numbers to
provide services, such as DIRF processing and use of force monitoring, to ensure that
there are no delays to the procedures they manage?

•

Will the Governor ensure that access to Listeners and appropriate associated facilities
are consistently provided to prisoners?
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PRISON
The normal Operational Capacity of HMP Nottingham is 1060 prisoners. The Certified Normal
Accommodation (CNA) is 718. However, following the HMIP Urgent Notification efforts were
made to reduce the roll. From November 2018 this was capped at 800, while the prison
undergoes the process of review and change needed to address the shortcomings identified in
the HMIP report. The number of prisoners fluctuates on a daily basis due to cells being out of
action due to damage, the number of high-risk prisoners who cannot share a double cell, and
the number of prisoners in segregation or in hospital but has stayed below 800 since
November 2018.
HMP Nottingham is designated as a category B adult male and YOI establishment, serving
primarily the counties of Nottingham and Derby and those cities. Around 30% of prisoners
are on remand and around 55% are category C and 1% category D. A small amount of
capacity is reserved for post sentence detainees awaiting resolution of their status and who
are unsuitable for an Immigration Removal Centre.
Accommodation is mostly in shared cells and is arranged on seven wings, all of modern
design. One is for vulnerable prisoners (VPs) and another for first night prisoners. Prisoners
with drug dependency issues are concentrated on a further wing. Late in the reporting period
further changes were made, with one wing designated as drug free and a landing on a further
wing as an intensive regime Basic Unit, called Byron Unit, designed to manage prisoners at
risk of behaviour that would lead to segregation. Remand prisoners continue to be co-located
with sentenced prisoners. The entire site is designated as a no smoking area.
The Segregation Unit has capacity for 12 prisoners, including one special cell.
There is a separate block for education which, along with classrooms, provides capacity for
two workshops and the library; there are seven additional workshops, a large sports hall and
gym and a separate fitness suite. Separately located workshop and education facilities are
provided for VPs.
The following services to the establishment are provided by third parties under contract
arrangements:
• Resettlement (Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and Rutland Community
Rehabilitation Company, owned by the Reducing Reoffending Partnership)
• Healthcare (Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust)
• Substance misuse provider (Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust)
• Learning and skills provider (Milton Keynes College)
• Escort contractor (GEOAmey)
• Visitor Centre (PACT)
• Maintenance (Amey)
The Offender Management Unit also works with a large number of partner agencies in its
efforts to provide resettlement opportunities for prisoners.
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B Evidence sections 4 – 12
4 OVERARCHING ISSUES
4.1 General observations

The Ministry of Justice had been served an Urgent Notification by HMIP about HMP
Nottingham just before the beginning of this reporting period (February 2018) and many of
the issues we reported in our previous report and which had given rise to the Urgent
Notification continued well into this reporting period. Staff shortages continued to result in
the cessation of activities or closure of facilities, for example the fitness suite continued to be
closed until November 2018, staff were still often inexperienced and prisoners continued to
complain about inconsistent treatment; prisoners told us that they did not feel safe and that
violence went undetected and therefore unpunished. On a morning in October, a brief survey
of workshops and education revealed only 160 prisoners attending, meaning that, even
allowing for work on wings and orderly jobs, several hundred were not engaging with any
work or education.
However, as the year progressed many of these problems receded such that by the end of the
year our assessment during our visits to wings and regime locations was that they were
calmer and more purposeful and complaints directed to us began to reduce.
The Byron Unit, an intermediary regime between normal location and segregation, was set
up and is operational and appears to be contributing to a more stable Segregation Unit and
wider prison environment. The prisoners have mentioned that they feel very positive about
the Byron Unit, and seem to appreciate the effort that officers are putting in. One wing has
been specifically designated for prisoners wanting to live free from drugs and this too was
showing signs of success at the end of the reporting period.
4.2 HMIP
The Urgent Notification was followed by several months of regional and headquarters’
support. It was always clear that this situation was very much a pilot in real time and
provided a real location for the prison service to work out how to deal with an urgent
notification. While it was clear that some of the support was helpful and a few new senior staff
arrived, our overwhelming impression was of a focus on planning and scheduling, rather than
on resourcing and doing. It was not until later, in 2019, that the impact of more resources, and
the lower roll, was really felt. It was also noticeable that, for all the planning, the impact was
seldom referred to at morning operational meetings for example, which reinforced our
impression that the planning simply didn’t connect to the real efforts being made to improve
life in the prison. HMIP revisited the prison in October to review progress and they joined our
Board meeting in November to seek our views.
4.3 The 10 Prisons Project
During the summer a project initiated at ministerial level, the Ten Prisons Project, was
launched to reduce violence and drugs problems and HMP Nottingham was one of the
designated prisons. As is always the case with any prison initiative, it takes time to translate
into evident change and it was not until near the end of the reporting period that more
significant change began to impact on the establishment.
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Notable changes are that more staff are now in place, staff have undergone additional training
in violence reduction and coaching, and a standardisation team was working within the prison
for ten weeks from February 2019. The visits halls have been completely refurbished to give
better visibility and so prevent drug passes and to provide a more comfortable environment.
At the end of the reporting period, Reception was in the process of refurbishment with airconditioning and TVs installed in waiting areas. Rapiscan mail scanners are now in operation,
so all incoming mail was being scanned for drugs and an additional scanner was to be
commissioned to prevent delays in the mail room. A body scanner was being installed to
detect concealed packages when prisoners enter the prison and shortly after the end of the
reporting period it was reported to be detecting illegal items. Toilet traps are being installed
in the segregation unit for retrieval of drugs that have been internally concealed. New
windows, designed to prevent access to throw-overs, are to be installed on two wings known
to be most vulnerable to such activity.
Other projects were at the planning stage at the end of the reporting year, including the
offender management in custody programme (OMIC). This type of staff intervention
programme has been planned and promised several times at Nottingham in the last few years,
so it is to be hoped that this time it is rolled out across the whole establishment; key workers
were due to be introduced from March 2019.
Overall, progress is being made with projects to make the prison safer and less prone to the
incursion of drugs, although substantive data-based evidence was yet to become apparent in
February 2019. Clearly some of the technological based initiatives should be robust into the
future but we do have concerns that, as deployed/seconded staff return to their permanent
locations, young offenders are reintroduced and the roll increases, progress with aspects of
the programme which are sensitive to staff ratios may be adversely affected.
In the latter half of the reporting period, the Board started to see signs of improvement in a
number of areas which are documented in this report.
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5 SAFETY
5.1 Reception
The Board welcomes improvements in the processes for identifying prisoners at risk when
they enter the establishment. A member of the safer custody staff now conducts a private
interview with each prisoner to identify risk factors and any personal circumstances which
may cause a prisoner to be at risk. At the end of the reporting year, improvements were made
to the reception area to enhance privacy and to provide more to occupy prisoners.
5.2 Self-Harm and ACCTs (monitoring for those identified as at risk of self-harm)
The number of recorded acts of self-harm reduced to 502 from 730 in the previous year, albeit
with fewer prisoners in the establishment*. The Board has continued to have concerns about
the effectiveness of the Assessment, Care in Custody & Teamwork (ACCT) process, the quality
of interactions with prisoners under the process and the completion of documentation. The
number of ACCTs open at any one time has continued to be at a historically high level, which
may be a continuing legacy of the cluster of deaths in custody which occurred in the autumn
of 2017. The number of ACCTs opened during the reporting year was 1499, an increase from
1452 the previous year; both prison and healthcare staff have struggled from time to time to
meet the demand of managing this high number. Towards the end of the reporting year, the
prison put significant resource into staff training in this area, and it is to be hoped that this
improves the quality of support for these prisoners.
Although prisoners are supposed to have access to the Samaritans phone and to trained
Listeners within the prison, there have been occasions where there have been unacceptable
delays in providing a Listener. There have also been instances where a suitable location for a
Listener to meet with a prisoner could not be provided, usually due to the designated room
being used for other purposes. There was also an occasion where a prisoner in segregation
was denied access to the Samaritans phone due to the incorrect application of guidance by a
member of staff, a situation which we understand has now been addressed.
5.3 Violence
Violence continues to be a very significant problem. During the reporting year there were 341
prisoner on prisoner assaults, with monthly totals increasing towards the end of the year,
possibly due to improved recording*. This compares to 246 in the previous reporting year.
However, towards the end of the reporting year, the prison introduced a policy of locking
prisoners’ cells during association periods (see section 8.5), so it is possible that acts of
violence, which would previously have occurred in cells and gone unreported, are now
occurring in communal areas and being reported by staff. The number of assaults on staff was
244, an increase from 194 in the previous reporting year. There were 39 fires during the
reporting year, a significant decrease from 63 the previous year. It should be noted that these
figures are for a reduced population of around 800 from October 2018.
The violence reduction strategy of December 2017, was revised and recirculated in November
2018, and whilst there were safer custody performance meetings throughout the reporting
year, there were no safer custody strategy meetings in the first half of the reporting year.
Then these strategy meetings, due to take place bimonthly, were not held in either August or
October 2018 due to unavailability of relevant senior staff or clashes with other activity. It is
surprising that this has not been given a higher priority, given the repeated focus on violence
in HMIP reports, as well as those of this Board, in recent years.
* The prison reports that previous data was under reported by 40% (independent IRS audit - Nov 2019)
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5.4 Death in Custody
The Board is sad to record the deaths in custody of five men during the reporting period. In
one case, another prisoner is currently awaiting trial for murder. In each case the Board was
properly informed and attended at an appropriate time, speaking with prisoners and staff. All
such deaths are reported to the police and to the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPO). In
due course a PPO Report is issued in each case. The IMB has noted the findings of the reports
as they have been published and those findings inform our monitoring going forward.
The Board welcomes the initiative to engage an academic member of staff from Nottingham
Trent University to evaluate trends in acts of self-harm and related safety issues, following the
cluster of deaths in custody which occurred during the autumn of 2017. The Board hopes that
this will provide the prison with insights which will enable improvements in safety.
5.5 Drugs
Illegal drugs continued to infiltrate the prison by a variety of means, all of them contrary to
prison law. Prisoners frequently tell us that they are a source of bullying and debt, of acute
health issues, longer term health damage and disruption to the prison regime. The Board
acknowledges the efforts of both the prison and the police in their attempts to curb the
problem. The Board hopes that the measures introduced under the ten prisons programme to
reduce the supply of drugs will prove successful.
The Board regrets to report that though prisoner drug testing processes were significantly
improved towards the end of the reporting year, there was a complete absence of testing for a
period of several months up to autumn 2018.
Since the processes were fully reinstated, with relocation to a secure location away from
wings, there is an increase in intelligence-led sampling. The Board welcomes this renewed
focus on drug testing. Random mandatory sampling undertaken during the final months of the
year showed a consistent trend of positives a little below 20%.
5.6 Use of Force
The Board welcomes improvements in the assurance process for monitoring use of force.
However, during the reporting period, this process relied on a single officer so there was little
resilience in the system.
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6 EQUALITY AND FAIRNESS
6.1 General
The ethnic composition of the prison reflects to some extent the urban areas it serves. The
churn of prisoners has been lower this year because of the reduced roll but the ethnic
composition is fairly stable, generally around 75% white (including Europeans who are more
evident than in the past), 11% black, 5% Asian and 5% dual ethnicity. Data is missing for
about 4% of the total. We are aware of a small but fairly consistent group of Traveller
prisoners who sometimes complain to us that no special provision is made for them and this
has been notified to the prison. Although they do not feature amongst the monitoring
statistics, we are aware of a small number of forces veterans (55 throughout the year) who
have been supported by the CRC with referrals to veteran organisations like SSAFA and Care
after Combat. A wide range of ethnicities continue to be represented across the staff at most
levels, both uniformed and office based.
Issues relating to protected characteristics are not drawn to our attention in large numbers
and there is a general level of tolerance towards different groups within the prison
community. However, the exception to this has been the experience of transgender prisoners
who are trying to live as females in a male establishment, which creates many difficulties for
them and raises issues about humane treatment. We have been engaged with a number of
such prisoners and have tried to represent their interests to the prison, recognising that
senior staff have been trying to find satisfactory arrangements in each case. Numbers are very
small, and it would be inappropriate to specify issues here which might be identifiable to
individuals concerned. We note that a small special unit has now been opened at HMP
Downview and it is to be hoped that more transgender prisoners will be able to benefit from
such differentiated accommodation in future.
The discrimination incident reporting system has been functional throughout the year with
163 submissions (up from 150 last year) during the reporting period, although staff absence
continued to lead to periods of delay in dealing with complaints. This is not a criticism of
individual staff but rather an observation of what happens to administrative systems which
rely on very small numbers of individuals.
We previously reported our serious concerns about inconsistent treatment of prisoners by
staff and we have been aware of further examples during this reporting period. However, it is
noticeable that more recently complaints from prisoners about this have declined.
Similarly, we have previously reported on ways in which unfairness manifests itself in many
small ways, but which nevertheless impact significantly on the lived experience of individuals,
and we repeat this observation. Prisoners who need special dietary items which, although
sent from the kitchen, do not reach them; prisoners unable to attend hospital diagnostic
services because there is no available escort and are consequently left in severe pain for many
days; prisoners outside the average size range who cannot get clothes that fit them are all
examples of basic unfairness.
6.2 Disability
The number of prisoners with a disability is significant (209) and the Board is aware from
contact with prisoners that provision of services and activities, particularly for wheelchair
users, is not always adequate. There was limited access to gym facilities for disabled prisoners
due to the continued closure of the fitness suite, which is accessible, and difficulties in
accessing the main gym, which requires an additional member of staff to escort a disabled
prisoner. We have observed adjustment in one of the workshops to accommodate a
wheelchair user and commend the efforts made to facilitate this.
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7 SEGREGATION UNIT
The Board deploys a significant proportion of its effort in monitoring segregation, visiting
prisoners weekly and attending reviews. We see this as time well spent, as many of those in
the Segregation Unit are amongst the most vulnerable in the prison.
The Board tries hard to attend all segregation reviews and the overall number attended in the
reporting period showed a 31% reduction. Reviews have been properly constituted, with
healthcare attending in person on all occasions. The Governor responsible for the Unit has
conducted reviews personally whenever practicable, ensuring consistency of approach and a
focus on exit plans. In addition, we have been visiting Byron Unit weekly and engaging with
prisoners and staff. We are satisfied that this is a purposeful environment with a focus on
providing an appropriate regime and distraction for prisoners. Prisoners tell us that they
consider the regime to be helpful and we are satisfied that this is not an alternative or hidden
form of segregation.
During the early part of the reporting year the Segregation Unit was generally at or close to
capacity. As the year progressed the numbers in segregation reduced, probably as a result of
the reduction in the prison roll and the introduction of Byron Unit.
As previously, we report that many people with mental health problems and/or personality
disorders are placed in the segregation unit because there is no alternative place to keep them
and others safe whilst they are in the prison. Self-harm, dirty protests or dirty conditions,
damage, noise and violence to staff are all manifestations of the challenges such prisoners
present to staff. In addition to the distress to the individuals concerned, their disruptive
behaviour makes for a stressful living environment for other prisoners.
The Board repeats our previous observations that the prison is not a suitable environment for
those individuals, whose mental health and psychological difficulties make them especially
vulnerable. Scheduled transfers to specialist institutions following medical/mental health
assessment are subject to the same pressures on resources as for the rest of the community
and it is concerning that prisoners often wait long periods for transfer to a more appropriate
environment. Many prisoners in segregation are at risk of self-harm and therefore are subject
to ACCT monitoring. We understand the functional efficiency of conducting ACCT reviews
following on from Rule 45 reviews, in the same room with the same personnel present, but
wonder whether the welfare purpose of the ACCT review is at risk of being undermined when
following what is essentially a discipline and management process. Although it would be
desirable in our view to entirely decouple the processes, we recognise that for reasons of time
efficiency this is unlikely to happen; perhaps a compromise worth considering would be to
consistently conduct the ACCT review first.
We observe significant numbers of individuals spending many weeks in segregation and
whilst we are satisfied that the 42 day rule is observed, it is common for prisoners to leave the
Segregation Unit only to return again following a further period of non-compliant behaviour.
We welcome the prison’s efforts in monitoring and better understanding segregation use but
note that, as numbers are small, it is difficult to draw any statistically significant conclusions
regarding potential discrimination in respect of protected characteristics; any single
prisoner’s lengthy period of, or repeated stays in segregation can significantly skew statistics.
On the rare occasions when the special cell has been used, the Board has been properly
informed and the time in use has been minimal.
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8 ACCOMMODATION and COMMUNICATIONS
8.1 Staffing
We observed and heard complaints from prisoners about inconsistent approaches by staff
arising from unfamiliarity with specific situations and often a general lack of experience, well
into the reporting period. However, there have been steady signs of improvement, especially
in the past few months, and we hope that the imminent introduction of the OMiC system,
promised at HMP Nottingham for a couple of years, will help the continuing development of
good relations and consistent and reasonable resolution of problems on wings.
8.2 Accommodation
During the early part of the reporting period it was clear that wings were under pressure and
hence the interests of the individual sometimes became lost. On one occasion a prisoner
showed us a cell into which he had been relocated which was in a disgusting state of
cleanliness and an officer confirmed that the cells on that wing were not cleaned before
reallocation.
The reduction of the roll to below 800, to assist the prison in addressing its problems, has
reduced the pressure on all resources. Young offenders, removed from the prison following
the Urgent Notification in February 2018, have now begun to return and attendant problems
again begin to be identified by staff.
There have been some changes in the organisation and purpose of wings. The combination of
the reduced roll and a stricter set of criteria for defining vulnerable prisoners (VPs) reduced
the overall number of these prisoners, so that they are now all housed together on one wing
and all have access to a regime designed specifically to keep them safe. This has put right a
situation we have complained about for many years.
It is noticeable that the roll in segregation has reduced since the introduction of the Byron
Unit, although it is impossible for us to evidence a direct connection between the two events.
In August, the first night centre was relocated and the accommodation upgraded. The
arrangement for one set of wing workers to perform all roles – induction, server and cleaning
has worked well and has since been replicated on other wings.
As we have reported many times, in common with the entire prison estate, remand prisoners,
who make up around 30% of the total, continue to be accommodated throughout the prison
with sentenced prisoners, with no separation by cell, landing or wing, which is in
contravention of the UN Mandela Rules.
8.3 Food
There have been several improvements in the food provision during the year. The
introduction of full boxes of cereal per prisoner, to replace portions in the breakfast packs,
and the provision of two cooked meals on Monday to Thursday, are welcomed. We hope that
funding commensurate with sustaining this arrangement will be made available when the
prison roll increases; if it could extend to including a menu option including two cooked meals
on all days that would be even better.
We have observed for ourselves unfair standards of food distribution, when lone members of
staff supervising the serving of food are distracted by other events, and we repeat our concern
that management of serveries requires a more active approach by staff to prevent favouritism
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in serving; it would be reassuring if two members of staff could always supervise the serving
of food.
8.4 Provisioning of kit and equipment
For some years we have been reporting problems with adequate provision of clothing,
bedding and equipment. The specifics change almost weekly; at the end of the reporting
period there was a week when there were insufficient clean socks, followed by a week with
insufficient clean sheets. Every instance where a prisoner has to go without clean allocation of
one of these essential items risks causing frustration, is unhygienic and an affront to basic
decency. We have monitored the problems in depth many times and are clear that the causes
are complex and varied and sometimes unpredictable, such as when the laundry at HMP
Ranby broke down. However, much can be achieved with funding for adequate provision and
better management of stocks and we welcome the prison’s continuing efforts to effect
improvements. We were pleased to observe the sealing of cells equipped for new prisoners on
the first night centre, as in the past removal of items from first night cells has been a problem.
We continued to hear suggestions from senior members of staff that the wearing of own
clothes was being considered but this remains restricted to enhanced and remand prisoners
only.
8.5 Locked Door Policy
In January 2019 a policy of cell doors being locked during domestic and association time was
introduced as part of the effort to improve safety and reduce violence. Better recreation
equipment and new seating has been introduced slowly as part of the Ten Prisons project and
the change in policy has now been accepted by prisoners. Wings are busy and sometimes
noisy, often with two landings of prisoners simultaneously unlocked and in communal areas,
but we have observed improvements in the general atmosphere. There was insufficient time
of this new arrangement operating within the reporting period for us to draw firm
conclusions about trends in relation to violence. However, ongoing monitoring since the end
of the reporting period suggests that the system is having an effect and it obviously reduces
the opportunity for undetected violence, which prisoners had previously reported made them
feel unsafe.
8.6 Communications
In-cell telephones have now been in use for more than a year and have clearly improved
prisoners’ ability to keep in contact with family and friends, to the extent that we receive no
complaints about the system other than delays to the registration of PIN phone numbers,
which has a number of causes often external to the prison.
Towards the end of the reporting period, kiosk consoles were installed on wings for prisoners
to make requests for various services. The system was not fully implemented as our reporting
period ended but the impact was already transformative. Most obviously, the number of
applications to the IMB for help sorting out problems with prison processes had nearly
halved. These consoles use touch screen technology, which helps to keep prisoners in touch
with continuing changes in the world outside and are especially welcomed for the increase in
self-help they afford prisoners. This is a small but welcome contributor to a sense of selfworth and dignity and prisoners have responded positively, helping each other to learn how
to use the system.
There continue to be complaints to us from prisoners about mail delays and these are
sometimes related to staff shortage. Changes are now planned to the staffing of the mail room
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which should address this problem. The testing of mail for drug impregnation is addressed
above (Section 4).
8.7 Wing and Prisoner Councils
Full wing council meetings resumed in July, having not been routinely held for some months.
Some individual wing meetings have been held, although we find it hard to monitor these as
the arrangements are usually ad hoc.
8.8 Property
The Board has continued to receive a high number of applications regarding property and has
had to deal with a number of complex cases involving long standing issues, in some cases
involving several establishments. The Board has liaised with other IMBs to try and bring some
resolution to these cases, often with little success, as there is clearly a continued inability to
facilitate many prisoners’ property being efficiently transferred when prisoners are moved
from one establishment to another.
However, we do note that access to property held in store within the prison, something about
which we have repeatedly complained, has improved.
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9 HEALTHCARE (including mental health and social care)
9.1 General Provision
Prisoners as a group tend to have greater health needs than the general population. Many are
being treated for an addiction problem, many others take illegal drugs and many are known to
have lifestyles which do not support good health, such as smoking, drinking alcohol and/or
homelessness. More than 25% of prisoners at HMP Nottingham have a disability. It is
therefore entirely appropriate that Nottingham Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust is staffed to
reflect this need. In addition to general primary care there is access to mental health in-reach,
psychiatry and psychology, a paramedic (focused particularly on addressing reactions to
psychoactive substances), dental services, optician services and podiatry.
Prisoners have the same entitlements to specialist and diagnostic services as the general
population but obviously these services can be harder to access from prison. Prisoners may
already have appointments when they come to the prison, which are then cancelled and,
especially when they are moved to other prisons or are released, lead to missed
appointments. Operational problems can also lead to missed appointments. For 2018, 906
outside appointments were booked but only 651 attended, with 250 cancelled; 103 were
cancelled because there was no available escort, either because of prison staffing problems or
because an emergency took the escort. Problems also can occur when prisoners need to
access diagnostic services; not necessarily in an emergency but for something which would
cause an individual in the community to attend an urgent care setting or be referred by a GP.
In one such case, a prisoner waited eight days for an X-ray of a broken hand because no escort
was available over the Christmas period. Both healthcare and the prison are aware of these
issues and try to avoid both wasted appointments and delays for prisoners.
Issues about pain relief are sometimes raised with the IMB because prisoners are expected to
buy their own paracetamol. Although nurses and pharmacy technicians do administer and
supply over-the-counter medicines, they can only provide single doses. Pain relief, especially
at night, continues to be a concern. It is important to understand that prisoners do not have
access to the vast array of self-medication available to the general community from high street
pharmacies.
The IMB cannot investigate applications from prisoners regarding healthcare matters unless
they are regarding administrative issues, such as waiting times for appointments.
Nevertheless, we received 66 applications about healthcare during the reporting period, some
13% of our total. Those we cannot deal with are returned to prisoners with information about
how to raise issues with healthcare.
The issue of vulnerable prisoners sometimes being harassed when waiting in healthcare,
which we have reported previously, has not been resolved; some prisoners told us that it
deters them from attending healthcare, but we do not have data on the extent of the problem.
As this group is older, they will have a higher rate of general medical conditions and have
more needs in this area. The Board is pleased to note that a specific clinic, held once a week
on the vulnerable prisoners’ wing, has been introduced to try and improve this situation.
9.2 Mental Health Care
Mental health issues comprise a much more significant health care issue compared to that for
men of similar ages in the community.
The mental health service operates on seven days a week in the prison. The team responds to
a high population turnover. A recent HMIP survey showed that 52% of prisoners said they
had a mental health problem. Prisoners’ needs are identified and we are advised that the
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threshold for being accepted onto the caseload is substantially lower than that applied in the
community.
Men can self-refer, alongside being referred by both health and prison staff. An identified
mental health worker completes initial assessments daily and participates in scheduled ACCT
reviews. The team are visible across the prison as mental health nurses visit the wings daily.
During the reporting period there was an average 4.6 day wait for safeguarding referrals but
extreme cases were seen sooner. We are pleased to have been able to establish a good
working relationship with healthcare, including mental health, staff.
At the beginning of 2019 the healthcare service commissioned a Wellbeing Unit, based on the
principles of the recovery model, which promotes control and opportunity, with peer support
workers playing a significant role in each other’s recovery journey. This unit, for those with
mental health difficulties, has provision for 15 men, with afternoons being reserved
specifically for VPs. After a slow start, partly because of prison staffing issues, it was up and
running by the end of our reporting period, with both staff and prisoners involved expressing
great enthusiasm.
The incidence of dementia in the prison population will inevitably increase with an increase in
elderly prisoners. This will be a growing problem for the entire adult prison estate. To date
there are some trained staff who have undergone the dementia friends training programme.
We will monitor this situation into the future.
Few prison officers have undertaken mental health awareness training but the prison has
plans to improve this; we hope this will improve awareness of mental health issues and help
staff to take appropriate action when a prisoner has mental health problems, with segregation
unit staff prioritised for this.
Over the year there had been 14 transfers to hospital under the Mental Health Act 1983.
There is still an over-long delay in some men waiting for transfers, with one case waiting for
over eight weeks. Patients requiring a transfer under the Mental Health Act should be
transferred expeditiously and within the current transfer guidelines.
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10 EDUCATION AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
10.1 Education
Education continues to be provided by Milton Keynes College and many of the challenges
previously reported remain. However, the IMB continues to receive few applications
regarding this.
During the reporting year there were about 240 learner places per day, over 24 hours per
week, including up to 36 places on vocational courses. Learners can attend on both full and
part time bases and all programmes followed the prison’s core week-day timings (Mon-Thurs
& Fri am).
New prisoners’ learning needs continued to be assessed during induction, on the second day,
but now in the college facility. This is a significant improvement on previous arrangements,
where prisoners could miss such assessment if they were quickly moved off what was then
the induction wing. Following assessment, prisoners are allocated to appropriate education
and other purposeful activities, including work. Individual learning plans are completed, with
personalised targets and, where appropriate, links to employment.
During the reporting year, the following qualifications and courses were offered:
• Personal/social development
• Functional Maths and English (City & Guilds)
• Cooking Academy Functional Skills (Level 2)
• Maths & English (Entry 3 – Level 2 mixed ability levels)
• English for Non- Native speakers (Entry Level)
• ESOL – English for Speakers of Other Languages (E1-E3)
• Substance Misuse (Level 2)
• Skills for Employment & Further Learning (Level 1)
• Outreach Maths & English
• Welcome to Activities
• Warehousing & Distribution (Level 1)
• Family & Community Studies
• Waste & Recycling (Level 1)
• Mindfulness
• Budgeting, Managing Personal Finance
• Dealing with Bullying
• Drug/Alcohol Awareness
• Time Management
• Improving Own Confidence
• Diet & Exercise
• Managing Anger & Aggression
• Core British Values
VPs can access education in classrooms with similar, but not identical, provision as other
prisoners but there are no options regarding construction qualifications. There continues to
be some education provision for prisoners in segregation, as there is for prisoners who are
unable to work.
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Success rates overall remained high at 95%, but in English and maths the success rate was
84%. Progression is encouraged, particularly in maths and English and learners are not
permitted to repeat courses at the same level. The aspiration to reach at least Level two is
encouraged and courses at level three are now also available.
Peer mentoring is also in place and there are is an additional learning support team who
support learners with learning difficulties. Board members have once again observed a
variety of lessons, including mixed ability groups of prisoners, and have spoken with both
prisoners and staff. Prisoners remain complimentary about the teaching and staff continue to
comment on the commitment and good behaviour of the learners. We are told that there have
been no significant teaching staff shortages during the reporting period.
The Board has once again met with prisoners reporting good access and noted support for
higher level, external courses; at the end of the reporting year three learners were
undertaking Open University courses.
10.2 Library
The library staff have continued to provide a service to prisoners on the wings as well as in
the library, with regular library staff and book trolley visits to wings, stocking of wing
bookcases and a highly responsive requests service for both books and information. This has
been observed in practice by Board members when approaching the library for prisoners
with queries or specific requests, including for inter-library loans. The on-wing service
continues to be well-liked by prisoners and the library is always well attended.
The library staff continue to supply distraction activity packs for prisoners, support wing
“sign-posters” in providing a link between prisoners and library staff and publish a regular
newsletter to keep prisoners informed about how library services can be accessed. The
service continues to organise and host activities to encourage reading and maintain family
contact; Story-Time Dads, the vulnerable prisoners book club/reading group and the 6 Book
Challenge. Workshops and talks by ex-prisoners continue and prisoners continued to tell us
how they hold the library service in high regard.
10.3 Chaplaincy
The Chaplaincy continues to provide a range of services to prisoners in line with its remit. In
addition, they continue to run weekly Narcotics Anonymous and Alcoholics Anonymous
groups.
The Board has observed acts of worship and chaplaincy interactions, with individuals and
groups of prisoners, across a number of stressful situations and notes the continued regular
contact with prisoners in segregation but has noted a drop off in chaplaincy attendances at
segregation reviews during the reporting year.
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11 WORK, VOCATIONAL TRAINING and EMPLOYMENT
Workshops to support development of employment and personal skills continued to be well
received by prisoners. However, attendance in most workshops remained low, although with
some improvement at the end of the reporting period, with overall purposeful activity
attendances at around 80% (73% last year). The Board has noted that shortages of essentials
in some workshops, such as sewing machine needles in textile workshops, have impacted on
the levels of activity. There have also been times when delays in security clearances and the
like have reduced the numbers of prisoners able to work.
Textile workshop capacity has been expanded, despite these workshops being relatively
unpopular with prisoners. Whilst we note that these workshops supply the prison service
with bedding, towels etc., the Board is unclear about any vocational benefit to prisoners that
these workshops provide in the current employment market.
The bicycle workshop continues and remains popular with prisoners.
Vocational and employability opportunities on offer included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment Academies - Boots and Timpson
Step into Construction (Level 1 & 2 & CSCS Card)
Skills for Employment & Further Learning e-learning (AIM Awards Level 1)
Introduction to Catering and Hospitality (City and Guilds Level 1)
Textiles (Level 2)
Waste and Recycling WAMITAB (Level 1)
Peer Mentoring (Level 1 - 2)
Education and Training (Level 3)
Distance learning support (Open University and Level 3)
Introduction to Construction (Handyman)
Dragons Den Academy
Writing Business Plans
Manual Handling

The Board is especially pleased to see support for vocational achievement with employers
such as Boots, Timpson, McCrory Rail and Greene King, albeit these opportunities are only
available for a limited number of prisoners.
In August 2018, the Introduction to Construction course commenced, including prisoners
completing projects in the college, then moving on to a work party to support maintenance of
the prison, whilst consolidating their skills. The Board has observed good attendances and
notes that, whilst the prison set a target of 18 learners each month, in its third month this
programme had 51 learners, and a success rate of 94%.
Other opportunities provide purposeful work, relevant to work in the prison and supporting
beyond the gate outcomes. These included opportunities as mentors, cleaning orderlies,
recycling operatives, servery orderlies, catering orderlies, textiles operatives and construction
workers. Opportunities in the staff bistro continued to be much appreciated by prisoners.
The Board is pleased to note that the provision of virtual classroom activity, which can
continue to be accessed on release to support employment and a return to normal life, has
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been expanded and is accessible and used in most classrooms, resulting in a significant
expansion in use and the opportunity for ongoing, uninterrupted development post release.
Older prisoners continued to be involved in community arts projects and completed a number
of commissioned pieces, winning seven awards including a gold prize at the Koestler awards.
Musical activities, such as guitar lessons and choral singing, began and are being provided in
targeted attempts to support improved prisoner behaviour.
11.1 Gym
The reduction in staff redeployment and reopening of the fitness suite has reduced the large
number of unscheduled closures of sports facilities and overall use of the two facilities has
increased. There are now few applications to the IMB about gym access and those we do get
are related more to the process of applying to access the gym, rather than cancelled sessions.
Members have observed that gym sessions are popular with prisoners and have seen good
interactions with staff. It is also a more relaxed atmosphere in which to talk to prisoners.
The smaller gym provides specialized sessions, for example when prescribed by healthcare
for long term conditions or rehabilitation and for older prisoners, where exercise is an
important factor in improving their health and where weight loss and benefits of exercise are
addressed.
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12 RESETTLEMENT PREPARATION
As we have reported over many years, much of the preparation for release in a Category B
local prison focuses on housing, which is currently a major concern for the Community
Rehabilitation Company (CRC), for prisoners and for the Board. Around a quarter of prisoners
are being released from HMP Nottingham with no fixed accommodation; those who were
previously homeless, those who have lost tenancies while in custody and those for whom
relationships have broken down are all especially vulnerable. The CRC works closely with
local agencies, including local authorities and third sector organisations like Framework but
we understand that, across the prison catchment area of Derby/Derbyshire and
Nottingham/Nottinghamshire, there is a persistent shortage of accommodation, with many
hostels having closed. We understand that a considerable proportion of CRC effort is focused
on people who are still released homeless, as their application for accommodation is accepted
but then no bed is available until some time after their release.
In spite of the efforts made by the CRC, it is clear from our monitoring experience that
uncertainty about housing causes anxiety amongst prisoners; when visiting wings we are
frequently approached and asked if we are from ‘housing’.
Money management and access to bank accounts has been a focus during the reporting
period. It is important to realise that most prisoners will need to engage with the benefits
system and universal credit requires payment to a bank account. This in turn creates
requirements for the usual range of ID to be provided and this is very challenging for
prisoners. We are advised that, during the reporting period, 164 bank accounts were opened
and a further 400 or so letters, to facilitate bank account opening on release, were issued. In
addition, several hundred prisoners were assisted with debt problems.
When the CRC was initially commissioned some four years ago, we were told that there would
be a presence at magistrates’ courts to assist those being released without planning from bail,
for time served sentences and not guilty verdicts. We are pleased to learn that planning for
this is now in progress.
Anger management courses are planned by the CRC; as a Category B local establishment, HMP
Nottingham frequently houses men serving short sentences, who find the prison experience
frustrating and are quick to anger. The prison has never been resourced to deliver such
programmes, so we welcome this development and hope it will be beneficial, both in making
the prison safer and helping those released avoid further offending.
We are pleased that progress with improving home detention curfew (HDC) processes has led
to a marked improvement in the number of prisoners being released on a tagged curfew. This
reduces pressure on the prison and facilitates rehabilitation in the community. During this
reporting period, far fewer prisoners have approached us with queries and complaints about
HDC matters.
We do not have access to data on outcomes for those released which would enable us to
evaluate how successful resettlement efforts are and we are unaware of the existence of a
complete and verifiable set of information.
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C Section – Work of Board
BOARD STATISTICS
Recommended Complement of Board Members

20

Number of Board members at the start of the reporting period

10

Number of Board members at the end of the reporting period

12

Total number of visits to the Establishment

325

Total number of individual segregation reviews attended

237

D Section - Applications

Code

Subject

Current
reporting
year

Previous
reporting
year

A

Accommodation
including laundry, clothing, ablutions

34

21

B

Discipline including adjudications, IEP, sanctions

18

9

C

Equality

12

25

D

Purposeful Activity including education, work, training, 24
library, regime, time out of cell

31

E1

Letters, visits, phones, public protection restrictions

49

51

E2

Finance including pay, private monies, spends

36

21

F

Food and kitchens

11

15
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G

Health including physical, mental, social care

68

66

H1

Property within this establishment

49

31

H2

Property during transfer or in another establishment or
location

47

49

H3

Canteen, facility list, catalogue(s)

16

16

I

Sentence management including HDC, ROTL, parole,
release dates, re-categorisation

37

61

J

Staff/prisoner concerns including bullying

78

57

K

Transfers

22

41

Total number of IMB applications

501

494
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